Tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) is one of the most important viral zoonosis transmitted by the bite of infected ticks. In this study, all tick-borne encephalitis virus (TBEV) E gene sequences available in GenBank as of June 2019 with known date of isolation (n = 551) were analyzed. Simulation studies showed that a sample bias could significantly affect earlier studies, because small TBEV datasets (n = 50) produced non-overlapping intervals for evolutionary rate estimates. An apparent lack of a temporal signal in TBEV, in general, was found, precluding molecular clock analysis of all TBEV subtypes in one dataset. Within all subtypes and most of the smaller groups in these subtypes, there was evidence of many medium-and long-distance virus transfers. These multiple random events may play a key role in the virus spreading. For some groups, virus diversity within one territory was similar to diversity over the whole geographic range. This is best exemplified by the virus diversity observed in Switzerland or Czech Republic. These two countries yielded most of the known European subtype Eu3 subgroup sequences, and the diversity of viruses found within each of these small countries is comparable to that of the whole Eu3 subgroup, which is prevalent all over Central and Eastern Europe. Most of the deep tree nodes within all three established TBEV subtypes dated less than 300 years back. This could be explained by the recent emergence of most of the known TBEV diversity. Results of bioinformatics analysis presented here, together with multiple field findings, suggest that TBEV may be regarded as an emerging disease.
Introduction
Tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) is the most prevalent viral tick-borne zoonosis in Europe and Northern Asia. Over the last 10 years, the annual number of cases has been about 2000-3000 per year in the European Union and European Economic Area and 1500-2000 in Russia [1, 2] . TBE is prevalent over a so-called "TBE belt," which extends across Eurasia from Central Europe to the Pacific [3] . About 30% of severe infection cases result in neurological complications, and in Russia alone, there are 20-100 healthcare, because at that time, it was not known how the incidence dynamics would develop [29] . In Karelia, there has been an overall increase of prevalence of ticks and invasion of I. persulcatus into areas that were previously endemic for I. ricinus [30] . This was paralleled by an approximately two-to four-fold increase in TBE incidence between 1997 and [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] . Similarly, in the Krasnoyarsk region, an expansion of the tick area to the north was reported [28] . The increasing incidence of TBE was also observed in Poland [31] , Norway [32] , Sweden [33] , Finland [34] , and Mongolia [35] . In Central Europe [36] , and in Italy [37] , TBEV area was expanding to areas with higher elevation above sea level, which was also attributed to the warming climate. Recently, human cases of TBE were registered in Western Europe [38, 39] . In October 2019, TBEV in ticks in the UK was reported for the first time [40] . In the summer of 2019, a new TBEV focus in Denmark was identified [41] .
Controlling the spread of TBEV requires an understanding of the factors that have affected its spread and evolution in the past. Previous studies of TBEV evolution suggested different, sometimes conflicting hypotheses, each with apparently robust statistical support. The number of available TBEV sequences has more than doubled over the last 6 years. This expanded dataset allows a more detailed and informative analysis of the evolution of the TBEV.
Materials and Methods
Prior to analysis, sequences represented in GenBank as of June 2019 and longer than 1000 nucleotides and aligning with genome positions 1150-2200 in the reference sequence NC_001672 were selected (n = 848) (Figure 1c,d) . Datasets for TBEV genome coverage visualization were generated using open-source tools (Supplementary File S1). For further analysis, sequences with known dates of sample collection (n = 683) that were automatically annotated from the GenBank records were used. Then, 233 sequences with dates known from publications or personal communications were manually added to this dataset. Identical sequences from the same geographical region were removed. The final dataset consisted of 551 sequences, each 1028 nucleotides long.
There were no significant traces of the recombination according to RDP4 software [42] . Maximum likelihood (ML) phylogenetic inference was performed using IQ-TREE [43] . The best-fit model was automatically chosen using ModelFinder [44] implemented in IQ-TREE package (v.1.6.1) according to the Bayesian information criterion. Ultrafast bootstrap (BB) approximation (1000 replicates) was chosen to assess statistical robustness for internal branching order in the phylogeny [45] . Clades with support more than 95% were proposed to be reliable.
All trees were rooted using the best-fitting-root according to the residual mean squared function in Tempest (v1.5) software [46] . The presence of a temporal signal was assessed using TempEst v1.5 software using the residual mean squared best-fitting-root function.
Bayesian model averaging was performed using the bModelTest package [47] . Next, different clock assumptions (relaxed log-normal, relaxed exponential, and strict) and population models (constant size, exponential growth, and Bayesian skyline) were compared by a Bayes factors test. Marginal likelihood was calculated using Path Sampler implemented in the Beast 2.5.1 [48] . The combinations of models with the highest Bayes factor were strict clock/Bayesian skyline, relaxed log-normal/exponential growth, and relaxed log-normal/constant size for European, Siberian, and Far-Eastern subtypes, respectively.
The length of MCMC chains varied from 100,000,000 to 500,000,000 million generations to reach the convergence of parameters. These estimates were checked using Tracer (v1.5) and indicated by an effective sample size >200. Tree visualization and annotation was performed using FigTree v1.4.2.
Past population dynamics was estimated in BEAST 1.10 using the Skygrid coalescent model [49] . Bayesian Skygrids were visualized using R scripts. Table 1 was generated using information about geographically distant but genetically close viruses from the Bayesian phylogenetic trees ( Figures 5-7) . Identity values were measured for selected viruses using the BlastN algorithm [50] . Direct air distance between places of virus collection was calculated from geographical coordinates using https://www.distancecalculator.net/. Most recent common ancestor times (tMRCA) for selected pairs of viruses were extracted from the first common node in the appropriate Bayesian phylogenetic trees. 
Results

Sample Selection and Its Effect on the Ancestry Inference Estimates
Phylogenetic studies on TBEV are traditionally done using the sequence encoding for the envelope glycoprotein E (1488 nt), and many studies use only partial E region sequence. As a result, coverage of different TBEV genomic regions in GenBank is very uneven (Figure 1 ). There are just about 200 full-genome sequences and about 1750 sequences of the E region. Preliminary tests indicated that the phylogenetic resolution was not significantly compromised when using complete or near-complete E region compared to full genome sequences. On the other hand, the number of sequences (and, thus, the geographic coverage) was much higher for E region. A 1000 nt long fragment of E genome region represented by about 800 sequences ( Figure 1d ) was arbitrarily selected as a balance between dataset size (number of sequences) and sequence length (phylogenetic resolution).
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Sample Selection and Its Effect on the Ancestry Inference Estimates
Phylogenetic studies on TBEV are traditionally done using the sequence encoding for the envelope glycoprotein E (1488 nt), and many studies use only partial E region sequence. As a result, coverage of different TBEV genomic regions in GenBank is very uneven (Figure 1 ). There are just about 200 full-genome sequences and about 1750 sequences of the E region. Preliminary tests indicated that the phylogenetic resolution was not significantly compromised when using complete or near-complete E region compared to full genome sequences. On the other hand, the number of sequences (and, thus, the geographic coverage) was much higher for E region. A 1000 nt long fragment of E genome region represented by about 800 sequences ( Figure 1d ) was arbitrarily selected as a balance between dataset size (number of sequences) and sequence length (phylogenetic resolution). The number of known TBEV sequences has increased significantly over the last 10 years. In 2010, there were just 38 complete ORF sequences and 202 complete E protein coding sequences in GenBank. This number rose to 215 complete ORF sequences and 464 complete E protein sequences in 2019. Small datasets can introduce a significant bias into phylogenetic inference [51] . The increased number of TBEV sequences allowed evaluating the potential effect of sample bias on the early TBEV phylogenetic reconstructions by analysis of simulated reduced datasets.
Random sampling of sequences from a large dataset was not a valid approach to simulate the actual sample bias in sequence datasets, because some research groups deposited dozens of almost identical sequences to GenBank, while others reported just a few unique sequences, and random sampling would preferentially pick sequences from large studies. To simulate the sample bias that could have existed 10 years ago more realistically, we designed an algorithm that mimics a situation when only few of the actual virus sequencing studies were done. Sequences from one study are The number of known TBEV sequences has increased significantly over the last 10 years. In 2010, there were just 38 complete ORF sequences and 202 complete E protein coding sequences in GenBank. This number rose to 215 complete ORF sequences and 464 complete E protein sequences in 2019. Small datasets can introduce a significant bias into phylogenetic inference [51] . The increased number of TBEV sequences allowed evaluating the potential effect of sample bias on the early TBEV phylogenetic reconstructions by analysis of simulated reduced datasets.
Random sampling of sequences from a large dataset was not a valid approach to simulate the actual sample bias in sequence datasets, because some research groups deposited dozens of almost identical sequences to GenBank, while others reported just a few unique sequences, and random sampling would preferentially pick sequences from large studies. To simulate the sample bias that could have existed 10 years ago more realistically, we designed an algorithm that mimics a situation when only few of the actual virus sequencing studies were done. Sequences from one study are usually deposited to GenBank at once and have sequential accession numbers. Blocks of sequences with sequential accession numbers were sampled from all available non-identical E protein coding sequences fragments with known isolation dates (551 sequences of 1028 nt) until there were at least 50 sequences in a simulated dataset. Ten random datasets were created. Then, these simulated datasets were used to infer phylogenetic relations of TBEV. The estimated mean substitution rate varied among simulated datasets more than 15-fold, between 0.22 × 10 −4 and 3.84 × 10 −4 substitutions per site per year (s/s/y), sometimes with non-overlapping 95% high probability density (HPD) intervals (Figure 2a ). Similarly, the height of the trees (age of the most recent common ancestor (tMRCA) of TBEV) differed significantly ( Figure 2b ). Therefore, sample bias has a profound effect on the evolutionary estimates, which is not fully reflected by formal statistical support within an analysis. It is noteworthy that when the simulated datasets included 100 instead of 50 sequences, the effect of bias was much less pronounced ( Figure 2c,d) , and the inferred substitution rates varied just 3.6-fold, between 0.54 × 10 −4 and 1.96 × 10 −4 . It is not possible to estimate the actual bias in the currently available dataset of 551 sequences, but the simulation results suggest that it is significantly smaller than in the dataset available just a decade ago.
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Suitability of TBEV Genomic Data for Molecular Clock Analysis
Bayesian phylogenetic analysis uses the molecular clock model, which is the statistical description of the relationship between observed genetic distances and time [46] . In the absence of this relationship in the dataset, temporal estimates may be misleading.
This study analyzed 551 near-complete E-gene sequences of TBEV (Figure 3a 
This study analyzed 551 near-complete E-gene sequences of TBEV (Figure 3a Figure 3b black circles). The association between root-to-tip distance and time of isolation demonstrated the absence of a temporal signal for the TBEV species as a whole (Figure 3b ), precluding molecular clock analysis of all TBEV subtypes in one dataset. Thus, the TBEV species had to be divided into three datasets: European subtype, Far-Eastern subtype (including "uncertain" Baikalian strains 886-84 and 178-179), and Siberian subtype (including Viruses 2020, 12, 247 6 of 17 the "uncertain" sequence TBEV-2871). The European and Far-Eastern subtypes demonstrated a weak temporal signal ( Figure 4 ) and could be analyzed using the molecular clock. For the whole Siberian subtype, genetic distances were independent of isolation time, similar to the entire TBEV, but two of the three Siberian subtype groups (Figure 3a , Sib1 and Sib2) had a temporal structure ( Figure 4 ). For consistency with the subtype assignment, the Siberian subtype was analyzed as a whole, but dating of the deep node was regarded as unreliable.
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Phylogenetic Analysis
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The geographic distribution of sequences corresponded to that generally known for the subtypes [21] . The topology of the overall maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree (Figure 3a ) corresponded to earlier studies [12, 19, 25, 52] . The Siberian subtype was grouped with the Far-Eastern subtype. As said above, the TBEV species had to be divided into three datasets prior to Bayesian phylogenetic analysis: European subtype, Far-Eastern subtype (including "uncertain" Baikalian strains 886-84 and 178-179) and Siberian subtype (including the "uncertain" sequence TBEV-2871). The mean nucleotide substitution rates inferred using individual subtype datasets were 0.891 × 10 −4 , 1.452 × 10 −4 , and 1.449 × 10 −4 s/s/y for the European, Siberian, and Far-Eastern subtypes, respectively. The rates for the Sib1 (Baltic lineage) and Sib2 (prototype strain Zausaev) subsets were 1.25 × 10 −4 (0.09 × 10 −4 -2.57 × 10 −4 ) and 2.06 × 10 −4 (0.43 × 10 −4 -3.57 × 10 −4 ), respectively. These rates were in line with previous studies [52, 53] .
Root heights, or the most recent common ancestors of individual subtypes (tMRCAs), were 1632 (814-4790) 722 (401-1272) and 888 (510-1395) years ago for the European, Siberian, and Far-Eastern subtypes, respectively. Previously Siberian and Far-Eastern subtypes tMRCAs were suggested to exist 809 and 778 years ago, respectively [53] . Our results are in concordance with these estimates. It should be noted that European subtype tMRCA existence time has not been estimated previously upon finding the new genetically distant virus in the Netherlands in 2017 (GenBank #LC171402) [54] .
The most commonly used taxonomic term for dividing TBEV species into lower taxonomic levels is a "subtype" [6, 13, 21, [55] [56] [57] . Clusters with significant statistical support were observed within the subtype, further termed as "subtype groups" or "subgroups". A strict phylogenetic distance criterion for TBEV sub-subtype, or subgroup, classification has not been defined yet. To facilitate further discussion, viruses within subtypes were divided into a few major subgroups of comparable age of corresponding tree nodes with reliable statistical support. Three such subgroups were found within the European subtype (Eu1-3), three within Siberian (Sib1-3), and four within Far-Eastern (Fe1-4) subtype ( Figures 5-7) . Viruses within these subgroups had their tMRCA around 386-654 years ago. Therefore, phylogenetic grouping, rather than a single distance criterion, can be suggested for sub-subtype classification of TBEV. Many of the tree nodes within these subgroups had low statistical support; therefore, lower level classification requires more profound and detailed investigation.
In order to facilitate tree analysis, isolates were color-coded according to isolation regions, using arbitrary areas about 1000-1500 km across for each color (Figures 5-7) . Countries with territory more than 5,000,000 sq km, Russia (296 viruses) and China (16 viruses), were subdivided into smaller regions. Total TBEV area was thus divided into 15 non-overlapping areas (right panels in Figures 5-7 ).
corresponding tree nodes with reliable statistical support. Three such subgroups were found within the European subtype (Eu1-3), three within Siberian (Sib1-3), and four within Far-Eastern (Fe1-4) subtype ( Figures 5-7) . Viruses within these subgroups had their tMRCA around 386-654 years ago. Therefore, phylogenetic grouping, rather than a single distance criterion, can be suggested for subsubtype classification of TBEV. Many of the tree nodes within these subgroups had low statistical support; therefore, lower level classification requires more profound and detailed investigation. Branches are color-shaded according to described groups. Tree tips are named according to region of isolation. Countries or country regions of virus sampling were grouped into six color-coded geographical regions. Node posterior probabilities above 95% are shown by black circles at the relevant nodes. All European TBEV were divided into three subgroups, further termed Eu1-3 ( Figure 5 ). Eu1 was represented by a sole divergent sequence from the Netherlands. Eu2 had only two sequences from Russia and Ukraine, as more sequences from that subgroup were removed by identity filtration (see above). Most isolates were within Eu3, which could not be divided into any further subgroups due to poor statistical support of many nodes within that group ( Figure 5 ). This could be explained by low genetic diversity of isolates, 178 sequences had on average 98% genetic identity. On the other hand, a relatively short length of E genome region was used for analysis. There was no geographic pattern within Eu3, and some of the genetically closest viruses within that group were separated by thousands of kilometers (Table 1) . Moreover, the diversity of viruses within a small country, such as Switzerland or the Czech Republic, was comparable to the diversity of viruses of this group found all over Eurasia (Figure 8 ). The tMRCA for Eu3 existed 419 (233-1204) years ago. In order to facilitate tree analysis, isolates were color-coded according to isolation regions, using arbitrary areas about 1000-1500 km across for each color (Figure 5-7) . Countries with territory more than 5,000,000 sq km, Russia (296 viruses) and China (16 viruses), were subdivided into smaller regions. Total TBEV area was thus divided into 15 non-overlapping areas (right panels in Figure 5-7) .
All European TBEV were divided into three subgroups, further termed Eu1-3 ( Figure 5 ). Eu1 was represented by a sole divergent sequence from the Netherlands. Eu2 had only two sequences from Russia and Ukraine, as more sequences from that subgroup were removed by identity filtration (see above). Most isolates were within Eu3, which could not be divided into any further subgroups due to poor statistical support of many nodes within that group ( Figure 5 ). This could be explained by low genetic diversity of isolates, 178 sequences had on average 98% genetic identity. On the other hand, a relatively short length of E genome region was used for analysis. There was no geographic pattern within Eu3, and some of the genetically closest viruses within that group were separated by thousands of kilometers (Table 1) . Moreover, the diversity of viruses within a small country, such as Switzerland or the Czech Republic, was comparable to the diversity of viruses of this group found all over Eurasia (Figure 8 ). The tMRCA for Eu3 existed 419 (233-1204) years ago. For the Siberian subtype ( Figure 6 ), there were three major groups: Sib1, or the Northwestern group (Northwestern Russia, Baltic countries), with the tMRCA 412 (231-742) years ago; Sib2 (prototype strain Zausaev), or the Ural-Siberian group, with the tMRCA 386 (209-693) years ago; and Sib3 (prototype strain Vasilchenko), or the Siberia-Mongolian group, with the tMRCA 521 (288-925) years ago. Within each of these phylogenetic groups, there were highly similar viruses isolated at distant locations that had very recent common ancestors ( Figure 6 , Table 1 ). Most inter-regional For the Siberian subtype ( Figure 6 ), there were three major groups: Sib1, or the Northwestern group (Northwestern Russia, Baltic countries), with the tMRCA 412 (231-742) years ago; Sib2 (prototype strain Zausaev), or the Ural-Siberian group, with the tMRCA 386 (209-693) years ago; and Sib3 (prototype strain Vasilchenko), or the Siberia-Mongolian group, with the tMRCA 521 (288-925) years ago. Within each of these phylogenetic groups, there were highly similar viruses isolated at distant locations that had very recent common ancestors ( Figure 6 , Table 1 ). Most inter-regional transfers (common nodes from distant areas) within this group were dated between 11 and 83 years back.
For the Far-Eastern subtype, there were four subgroups predominantly found in a specific area: the Japan subgroup (Fe1, tMRCA 64 (31-120) years ago), Manchuria (Northeast China and Russian Far East) region subgroup (Fe2, tMRCA 528 (387-1043) years ago), Pacific-Siberia subgroup (Fe3, tMRCA 528 (317-843) years ago and Pacific-Ural subgroup (Fe4, tMRCA 479 (281-743) years ago). Similar to the Siberian type, within these groups, there were single isolates from very distant locations, such as Vladivostok-Crimea, Vladivostok-Estonia, Khabarovsk-Novosibirsk, etc. (Figure 7 , Table 1 ).
Population Dynamics
The phylogenetic analysis found multiple long-distance transfers and suggested thorough mixing, especially within the European subgroup Eu3. To further explore the evolution of the TBEV over time, past population dynamics were inferred for the three major TBEV subtypes using the Bayesian Skygrid model, a non-parametric coalescent model that estimates the effective population size over time [49] . Noteworthy, it is not clear how much the observed viral diversity corresponds to the general sample of all existing TBEV, and the results described below were obtained by analyzing sequences represented in GenBank as of June 2019.
The European subtype demonstrated explosive growth of population size in two periods. From 1711 to 1834, the virus population size increased about eight-fold ( Figure 9 ). Then, until about the mid-20th century, the population size was stable. The second explosive growth period started in 1956, and the population size increased further about eight-fold. The inferred Far-Eastern subtype population size has slightly increased by around 20% over the last 50 years. The Siberian subtype population size has increased about four-fold during the last 200 years. Therefore, an increase of virus population was suggested independently for all three TBEV subtypes and was most pronounced in the European subtype, which is also most thoroughly intermixed geographically. A high number of recent tree nodes ( Figures 5-7) corresponded to a rapid recent increase in the population size of the European and, to a lesser extent, Siberian subtype inferred by a Bayesian Skygrid analysis. the general sample of all existing TBEV, and the results described below were obtained by analyzing sequences represented in GenBank as of June 2019. The European subtype demonstrated explosive growth of population size in two periods. From 1711 to 1834, the virus population size increased about eight-fold ( Figure 9 ). Then, until about the mid-20th century, the population size was stable. The second explosive growth period started in 1956, and the population size increased further about eight-fold. The inferred Far-Eastern subtype population size has slightly increased by around 20% over the last 50 years. The Siberian subtype population size has increased about four-fold during the last 200 years. Therefore, an increase of virus population was suggested independently for all three TBEV subtypes and was most pronounced in the European subtype, which is also most thoroughly intermixed geographically. A high number of recent tree nodes ( Figures 5-7) corresponded to a rapid recent increase in the population size of the European and, to a lesser extent, Siberian subtype inferred by a Bayesian Skygrid analysis. Figure 9 . Past population dynamics inferred for the three major TBEV subtypes using the Bayesian Skygrid model.
Discussion
Analysis of the sample bias effect on phylogenetic inference indicates that the current dataset can give much more reliable evolutionary estimates than was possible just 10-15 years ago. 
Analysis of the sample bias effect on phylogenetic inference indicates that the current dataset can give much more reliable evolutionary estimates than was possible just 10-15 years ago. Nevertheless, within all TBEV subtypes, there were "lone" viruses that branched close to the root and were represented by one or few isolates. This, together with recent findings of divergent Baikal group viruses and a novel subtype in China, implies that our knowledge of TBEV diversity is far from exhaustive, and further findings may question the current understanding of the spread of ancient TBEV and its diversification.
The contemporary sample of known TBEV sequences gives a novel view of the diversity and spread of the known types. Although virus transfers and findings of virus subtypes far away from their "name regions" have been described previously, it is now clear that long-distance transfers are a systematic pattern rather than anecdotal events. This is best exemplified by the virus diversity observed in Switzerland or the Czech Republic. These two countries yielded most of the known Eu3 subgroup sequences, and the diversity of viruses found within each of these countries is comparable to that of the whole Eu3 subgroup, which is prevalent all over Central and Eastern Europe (Figure 8 ). It is very likely that more extensive sampling would show comparably high virus diversity in other regions of Europe as well. This observation suggests frequent and systematic virus trafficking. In the Siberian and Far-Eastern subtypes, there were examples of both "cosmopolitan" subgroups with evidence of multiple transfers all over Northern Eurasia, and "endemic" clusters, represented by dozens of diversified sequences, yet confined to a single region.
Phylogenetic analysis allowed identifying subgroups based on a well-supported grouping at a comparable tree depth (ca. 300-500 years) in all three TBEV subtypes. This grouping is less useful for the European subtype, because almost all sequences belong to the Eu3 subgroup. However, in the Siberian and Far-Eastern subtypes, this allowed dividing viruses into several comparably divergent and prevalent groups, most of them with their "typical" sub-regions. It is interesting that the tMRCA of these major subtypes was similar, and relatively recent, in all three subtypes.
Most of the deep tree nodes within all three established TBEV subtypes dated less than 300 years back at the intra-subgroup level. This could be explained by either population expansion-extinction cycles, which has regularly "reset" the existing virus diversity, by saturation of synonymous mutations, or indeed by recent emergence of most of the known TBEV diversity. The first hypothesis could be supported by long tree branches leading to the main subtypes ( Figure 3a ) and by the global fluctuations in human infection incidence observed for TBEV. Such global-scale bottlenecks are typical to, for example, picornaviruses [58] or rabies virus [59] . On the other hand, it is hard to imagine how all diversity of a zoonotic virus that features small endemic foci (due to the nature of natural hosts and vectors) could shrink to a few variants on a continental scale. Mutation saturation, which can indeed compromise dating of other viruses, is also unlikely here, because the substitution rate in TBEV is about 10 −4 s/s/y. In other words, about 1% of substitutions can be accumulated in about 100 years, and the sequence diversity within subtypes does not exceed 10%. Therefore, this factor could affect long term evolutionary estimates (dating over 2000 years back), but not timing of more recent events. Thus, recent dating of most of the tree nodes might indeed correspond to the recent emergence of most of the known TBEV diversity.
Within all subtypes and within most of the smaller groups in these subtypes, there were examples of long-and medium-range virus transfers, which occurred within the last 300 years, and some of them within the last few decades (Table 1) . Here, we define long-and medium-range virus transfers as the detection of genetically close viruses in geographically non-overlapping regions (right panel, Figures 5-7) . Dating of these events may lack precision due to both calculation uncertainty and TBEV biology (e.g., a possibility of long-term virus preservation during a tick diapause), but their very recent occurrence is evident. It is noteworthy that more examples of such long-distance transfers have been reported previously, but were not accounted for in this study due to the short length of analyzed sequences. For example, TBEV-Fe was found in ticks collected in the Republic of Moldova [15] , and all three TBEV subtypes were found in Crimea [16] . Such transfers could be mediated by human activity or by naturally migrating animals, including bats and birds, which were infected or carried infected ticks. It was demonstrated that TBEV in ticks can be transported by birds [60] . In that study, 57 of 91 fieldfares captured in the south of Western Siberia were carrying a total of 510 ticks, and more than half of them contained TBEV RNA. Also, a recent detection of TBEV in Great Britain was attributed to migratory birds that hypothetically transferred this virus from Norway [40] . Thus, birds cannot be discarded as a TBEV dissemination vector. However, this mechanism should have produced some sort of mixing gradient among regions, with more common medium-range than long-range transfers. There are many extremely long-distance transfers without any intermediate virus isolations, for example between Europe and South Korea or between Central Siberia and Sakhalin Island in the Pacific (Table 1 ). Such long-distance "quantum" transfers are not compatible with a mixing gradient and with natural transfers. Human-assisted transfer is a more plausible explanation in this case. It could be mediated, for example, by trafficking of domestic animals carrying infected ticks. Another more recent example of anthropogenic activity that could facilitate TBEV spread comes from mid-20th century Soviet Union. It has been suggested that a large-scale introduction of novel wildlife species to new habitats to improve hunting capacity has complemented to the intermixing of TBEV subtypes [61] . Very limited geographic clustering within the Eu3 subgroup as compared to other subgroups would then be compatible with higher population density and intensity of human activity in Europe.
A hypothesis of anthropogenic dissemination of TBEV evident from phylogenetic clustering analysis is also supported by population dynamics analysis (Figure 9 ). On the other hand, isolated findings of rare divergent TBEV variants may suggest that the known TBEV diversity is largely represented by the "sinantropic" lineages, which were indeed spread via human activity, while TBEV in (poorly explored) sylvatic foci is not as dependent on human activity as could be inferred from the sequences that are predominant in GenBank.
Phylogenetic analysis suggests that virus transfers were the key mechanism shaping spatial diversity of TBEV. If such a model has existed for a long time, it should have resulted in a thoroughly intermixed Eurasian TBEV population, where identification of the types would not have been possible, but this is not the case. This observation is compatible with a recent diversification of TBEV in general and with the current rapid European TBEV expansion to novel areas and habitats [20, 39, 40, [62] [63] [64] [65] . Predicted past population dynamics ( Figure 9 ) is also in concordance with this data. Thus, the European TBEV population is undergoing a roughly exponential growth phase now. From a practical point of view, this implies that the established areas of TBEV subtypes (and, therefore, the disease epidemiology) would be increasingly eroded in the 21st century. This process might be less extreme in Siberia and the Far East, but the evolutionary events, such as recent diversification, long-distance transfers, and inferred population growth, are generally paralleled in all three major subtypes.
Rapid population dynamics of TBEV amplifies other ecological and epidemiological risks. There is a risk that novel types, such as the recently found "Chinese" variant [18] , can spread via human activity and emerge as novel healthcare threats. Additionally, TBEV may be introduced to novel habitats and acquire new vectors. Many tick species can potentially transmit TBEV [66] [67] [68] , and it is not known if their limited role in supporting endemic TBEV is due to ecological conditions (e.g., absence of a complete niche with vectors and hosts) or because the virus has not yet been introduced to new niches. 
Conclusions
Recently, a significant expansion of TBEV distribution range has been recorded. These local emergence incidents are reflected by findings of generally highly dynamic TBEV evolution in space (long-distance transfers and mixing within an area) and time (very recent diversification and population expansion). These findings are not expected, especially in the case of TBEV, which has been long considered an ancient (at least Ice Age-old) zoonosis strongly bound to very specific ecological niches. Results of bioinformatics analysis presented here, together with multiple field findings, suggest that TBEV may be regarded as an emerging disease.
